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Greetings from a chilly but beautiful winter’s day in Cape Town, I’m here
once again to share with you contributions from your colleagues.

OSALL
P.O. Box 783779
Sandton, 2146

Up first is our Chair Lydia Creamer with a very comprehensive write up of a
webinar series that LIASA put on – “Social Media for Librarians”; something
I’m sure we should all brush up on every now and then.

http://www.osall.org.za

Samual Simango has submitted a thoroughly entertaining article (and very
topical I might add ;)) “Of Star Wars and Librarians”. I have to confess I am
not a hard and fast fan; didn’t even realise there was a librarian in the movie!
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On 26 February Sabinet hosted the OSALL breakfast workshop and
Nerushka Deosaran, a senior associate from Norton Rose Fulbright, gave a
talk on “The surge in cyber-related crimes – knowing the impact.” Another
rather topical subject given the spate of nefarious Facebook posts these
days.
Shirley Gilmore and her team remind us of a rather special and very useful
project they are working on The Laws of South Africa and I was alerted to
this bit of news of a fellow librarian:
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“Denise Nicholson, Scholarly Communications Librarian at the University of Witwatersrand,
Johannesburg, received the Vice-Chancellor's Academic Citizenship Award in December 2015.
Academic citizenship can be said to involve the design, implementation, evaluation and
refinement of academically-based community service, or a civic engagement in teaching, in
collaboration with relevant partners. The Screening Committee acknowledged academic
citizenship in her unique and substantial contribution to the educational, library and scholarly
community to improve access to knowledge and help build capacity and sustainable
communities — both nationally and internationally. Her sterling work had extended beyond the
call of normal duty and raised the international profile of the University. She was also
acknowledged for her role in providing outreach services to the broader community on copyright,
plagiarism, and related topics, and to organisations such as the South African Human Rights
Commission and various Government departments.”
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Denise Herbert and Prof Habib

P.S. If you have news regarding our profession and those that work in it
please let me know so that I may include it in future issues.

ORGANISASIE VAN SUID-AFRIKAANSE REGSBIBLIOTEKE • ORGANIZATION OF SOUTH AFRICAN LAW LIBRARIES • UMKHANDLU WASE NINGIZIMU AFRIKA
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"Social Media for Librarians" : LIASA Webinar Series
By Lydia Craemer
Johannesburg Bar Library
In November 2015, LIASA invited its members to
participate in a webinar series. The invitation read:
“We would like to invite you to a series of webinar training
sessions aimed at acquiring social media skills which can
be used within your specific library community. Learn to
use these tools – to increase your productivity, reach out
to your users, promote services, train users (young & old)
and pass on social media skills, become part of global
discussions, and more.”
How does one condense four hours of intense learning
into an article? With difficulty, but I’m going to try….
Webinars are seminars conducted over the Internet.
Participants log into a website, which enables them to
hear the presenter, view slides that are prepared for the
webinar and interact with the presenter and other
participants via a live instant messaging platform. The
site that LIASA uses is BigBlueButton. The series was
co-ordinated by Nikki Crowster who holds the portfolio of
LIASA National Public Relations Officer (2014-2016) and
is the Coordinator of the Cape Library Consortium
(CALICO) The series ran on 10, 12, 25 and 27 November
with each session lasting approximately an hour between
10 and 11 a.m. I was able to ascertain that non-LIASA
members could also participate, so I duly booked my
place, because I had never participated in a webinar up
to that point, and I am very keen on social media. The
presenters all have impressive biographies. Ina Smith is
the LIASA Exco Convener ICT Development and LIASA
HELIG Chair and is SciELO Planning Manager at the
Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf). Karen du
Toit has been a librarian and archivist for more than 25
years. The last ten years she has been working at the
SABC Radio Archives as an Afrikaans archivist. She has
been blogging from 2008 in a personal capacity. From
2009 she and another colleague were tasked to start a
Web 2.0 presence for the SABC Media Libraries. That
included a website as well as a blog, with all the other
social media platforms incorporated in the mix. Ingrid
Thomson has been actively involved in LIASA related
activities and governance for many years. She is Chairelect HELIG.
Gmail and Google Groups
The first webinar was on Gmail & Google Groups for
Librarians and was presented by Ina Smith and Nikki
Crowster. The first half of the session related to setting
up, and using, a Gmail account. Basic e-mail etiquette
was covered, with attention being paid to the following:
have a robust password ; know the software ; keep a
lean addressee list ; use the ‘Reply all’ function only if
needed ; have a clear subject line ; use business
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language and keep the use of jargon to a minimum ;
emoticons can be used for clarity ; forward e-mails with
care ; avoid SHOUTing ; make use of .pdf or links on the
Web ; avoid archive files and .zip files ; be mindful of
attachment size ; do read the message before sending,
and have a signature. Reasons were given as to why
Gmail can be your e-mail communication channel of
choice. Gmail is web-based e-mail and can be used and
accessed anywhere where there is Internet connectivity,
it’s free and one can create multiple e-mail addresses. Emails are stored in the cloud so they’re accessible from
anywhere, anytime, are synchronized and can be used
for business or personal e-mail. Gmail gives you access
to other Google related applications like Google Drive,
which includes Google Forms, Google Calendar, Google
Docs and lots of storage space. Participants were guided
through the process of setting up an account, the ins and
outs of sending and receiving e-mails, finding e-mails and
organizing e-mail.
OSALL members are familiar with Google Groups
because our listserv is run on that platform. To access
Google Groups one has to have a Gmail account, with
which to log in. Google Groups are essentially mailing
lists for groups of people with shared interests, whether
personal or in the professional/business arena. Groups
can be created for users, for example, to communicate
library hours, new arrivals of library stock, training etc.
Groups can be created within the library e.g.
Cataloguers, all staff, or for communities of practice e.g.
all people interested in new ICT trends. Groups can be
open, as with the OSALL listserv, or closed e.g. one
relating to internal library functions and communications.
They range from a very localized groups to groups that
include international participants.
Google Forms for Librarians
The second webinar in the series was presented by Ina
Smith and Annamarie Goosen. Google Forms offer a
variety of options for use. The webinar discussed the
purpose of a form. They can be used for workshop,
conference and event registration; for membership
registration for an organisation; as an RSVP for an event,
and as a web-based enquiry or contact form. Google
Forms can also be used for opinion polls or surveys;
research surveys to collect research data, or as an
evaluation or assessment, an exam, or test, or as an
interactive story. Within the LIS environment, Google
Forms can be used for tasks as diverse as ILLs,
reporting lost books or items, comments, “ask a
Librarian”, venue bookings, etc. Personal use of Google
Forms include competition forms, raffles, as a means of
placing donations for fund raising, in e-commerce for
placing orders, and acting as a shopping cart, or as a
wish list. To create a Google Form one must have a
Gmail
address
and
profile
to
access
http://forms.google.com.
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The webinar started off with tips regarding the planning of
the form. Before creating the form one must decide what
kind of information does one require? What is put in by
respondent is what one will get out. One should design
the form in such a way that data collected will be easy to
analyse within Excel. While planning the form, keep in
mind its length, the intended audience, and the purpose
of form. Indicate the purpose of form, the due date for
completion, the number of questions and the time it will
take to complete. Make sure there’s a logical flow
between questions. One must pay attention to spelling
and grammar. Contact details for the submission of the
form must be provided. Make sure one has ethical
clearance before creating a form and inviting people to
complete it. A form has certain components: a cover
letter explaining the purpose of the form, a title, branding
(if generated by an organisation or group) and an
introduction. It can be completed anonymously and this
must be made clear. The questions will have labels and a
space for an answer: There will be a button to send or
submit the form and a note thanking participants for using
the form. Before creating a form, view existing examples
to assist one when compiling one’s form. Each form
contains mandatory & optional fields. It’s advisable to test
the form before inviting participants to complete it.
Blogs for Librarians
This was the third webinar in the series and was
presented by Karen du Toit. Karen introduced the
session by explaining what a blog is. “Blog” is the
shortened form of the term “web-logs” These are
postings on wide-ranging topics and can be professional,
personal or informal in content. They are assigned their
own distinctive hyperlinks, and have the feature of
providing for interaction between the writer and readers.
Blogs have a reverse chronology with most recent posts
appearing first and older posts appearing in reverse
order. Karen posed the question “why blog for
librarians?” The benefits include reaching out to one’s
users, promoting services the library/information service
has to offer, as a method of training library users of any
age, passing on social media skills and becoming part of
global discussions. She gave tips on how to start a blog.
As with Google Groups and Forms, one must have a
clear purpose in mind. One should be clear about what
kind of niche one wishes to occupy and what kind of
audience one wishes to attract. A blog must have a
distinctive title and theme.
There are many blogging websites from which to choose,
such as Blogger, WordPress and Tumblr. Karen
recommended using Blogger, which is another product in
the Google stable. If one has an existing Gmail account,
Blogger is a preferred choice. Its free and user-friendly, it
integrates with other Google products and is secure. One
can create a customised domain name, blog posts
appear in Google searches within 24 hours and, in
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Karen’s opinion, it is a great starting platform to learn the
ropes. Karen stressed that once one starts using
Blogger, the blog user name and address are fixed. Make
sure one chooses a strong password when creating a
blog. The title of the blog and the title that appears as
part of the domain name must be the same, for search
engine optimisation (SEO) purposes, so that the blog
features within top-ranked Google search results on a
topic. Blogger has templates one can use to customise
the look and feel of a blog.
Karen covered settings for blog posts in depth. There are
basic settings that are required: a description of the blog
content, the author’s name, privacy settings, security
settings and the blog address. She went through the
settings for posts and comments. One can manipulate
settings for posting on mobile devices and via e-mail.
Time zones, and the language in which the blog is written
can also be set up. Search preferences can be
manipulated for search engine optimisation. She took
participants through the layout of a blog with features that
include a blog archive, labels that can be added to
emphasis subjects within the content, the option to make
one’s blog searchable, and how to make your blog RSSfriendly, as well as tools that will make new postings
appear on Facebook, Twitter or other social media
platforms. Blogs can include multimedia: choose your
own multimedia or multimedia taken from Creative
Commons or free stock images and photos.
Online etiquette is just as important, starting with Karen’s
sage advice of “Rule of thumb: don’t post anything you
don’t want your mother to see ! ” Brevity when writing is
best – posts should be 300-500 words in length. It’s
important to stay neutral and monitor the tone of the
language one uses, use the third person if reporting on
organisational activities, make sure spelling and grammar
is good, and respect others and their opinions
Twitter for Librarians
This was the final webinar in the series and was
presented by Ingrid Thomson. Her presentation consisted
of 3 parts: Part 1 – Twitter 101, what is Twitter ? ; Part 2
– Getting you started, the set-up process, and Part 3:
Twitter 102, recap and introduction to Tweetdeck. Ingrid
described Twitter as “A social network which allows users
to exchange public messages of 140 characters or less,
known as tweets. It is easy to tweet via devices like
smartphones, tablets, laptops and desktop PC’s”. She
noted that tweets can be purely text-based or contain
images, videos, gifs and online links. It is a public
conversation; when one tweets, the tweets are seen by
other Twitter users who follow one, and one can see the
tweets of others one follows. 217 million users are active
worldwide and tweet regularly. In South Africa, there are
approximately 94 million active users. The contents of
Twitter vary from business and professional news to
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inspiring thoughts, and notifications of blog postings or
postings on social media sites like Facebook, LinkedIn
and Instagram. Ingrid gave a long list of good reasons to
tweet: personal (professional vs individual) ; corporate
(branding/commerce) ; connecting with one’s peers ;
keeping up to date with news and events ; getting realtime and specific information, and useful information to
enhance professional learning.
As noted in previous webinars it is advisable to have
goals relating to one’s use of Twitter. Noteworthy Twitter
goals include: business communication and building a
community with one’s users on a an organisational level ;
building one’s personal brand ; keeping in touch with your
peers ; for marketing purposes and outreach ; to engage
with library users, and to drive traffic to one’s website or
blog.
Ingrid took participants through navigation on desktop
Twitter (PC’s or laptops). She took participants through
“the anatomy of a tweet” – the reply icon, the retweet or
quote icon, the favourite icon, the time stamp on each
tweet, hashtags that may have been used to denote a
subject and the option to share or embed a tweet. She
then took participants through setting up an account in 6
easy steps. This includes signing up for an account at
www.twitter.com, adding a profile picture and giving
some indication of areas of interest. She then explained
how to compose a tweet and how to start following
people/organisation of interest. As with other social
media platforms, one’s privacy settings can be controlled,
one has the option of receiving notification of activity
related to one’s Twitter account via e-mail and/or Twitter
notifications, and in addition accounts can be blocked or
muted. Ingrid took participants through each of the
settings that come with a Twitter account, such as
security and privacy, setting up notifications, what muted
and blocked accounts are, and how Twitter links to other
social media like Facebook, LinkedIn and Storify. She
discussed how one can see what is happening with the
Twitter data one generates by using tools like analytics.
Ingrid ended the presentation by giving participants some
tips on using Twitter: create an informative profile so one
can be easily found, tweet regularly, engage with one’s
followers/community and link to one’s online platforms.
She also introduced participants to TweetDeck which is a
tool to organise tweets into categories, such as news
from LIS professional organisations, news channels or
newspapers or communities of interest. The same sage
advice was given by Ingrid as by Karen; think before you
tweet and don’t say anything in public you wouldn’t want
your mother to hear!
All presentations and audio have been made available by
LIASA, so one can still learn about any of these tools in
one’s own time. Please contact me for the links if
interested. Is it worthwhile? Definitely ; Library and
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Information Science is heavily invested in social media
because it’s the world of information with which we’re all
familiar.

Of Star Wars and Librarians
By Samuel Simango
Law Librarian - Stellenbosch University
ssimango@sun.ac.za
The recent release of the latest instalment of the Stars
Wars movie franchise - Episode VII: The Force Awakens
– has sparked a renewed interest in previous Stars Wars
movies. Off course it goes without saying that if a number
of years lapse in between the release of movies that are
supposed to form a storyline it helps for viewers to
reacquaint themselves with the events of the previous
movies that form part of the same movie franchise. In my
particular case I had no need to reacquaint myself with
any such events. But the release itself actually led me to
contemplate on the events of one of the previous Star
Wars movies – Episode II: Attack of the Clones – to be
exact. The reason for such contemplation was based
upon the appearance – albeit a brief one – of a librarian
in the movie. It is perhaps rather interesting to note that
the Star Wars librarian (the character and not the actress
herself) has attained a certain degree of notoriety within
the library profession for her dismal portrayal of the
manner in which librarians interact with their clients.
For the benefit of those who have not watched the movie
I shall summarise the context within which the Star Wars
librarian appears in the movie in question. But first some
background information is required. As the movie was
released years ago I shall readily divulge what will
amount to spoilers for those who have not watched this
movie.
The events in the movie take place a long time ago, in a
galaxy far, far away. Within the galaxy there exist
numerous civilisations that dwell in different star systems
(each comprised of various planets). Each of the planets
has a representative who holds a seat in the galactic
senate. One of these senators, Senator Padmé Amidala
from the planet Naboo, has been targeted for
assassination. Due to a recent failed attempt on her life,
Senator Amidala has been provided with guardians to
protect her. These guardians are known as Jedi Knights
(hereafter referred to as ‘Jedi’). After the appointment of
the Jedi as her bodyguards, another attempt is made on
the senator’s life but the attempt is foiled and the
assassin is caught. But before the assassin could reveal
any important information it (the assassin is a shapeshifting alien and thus the assassin’s sex is difficult to
ascertain – hence the use of the more gender neutral
term) is killed by a mysterious assailant by means of a
poisonous dart. As the assailant is able to escape before
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being identified one of the Jedi – Obi-Wan Kenobi – is
tasked with investigating the matter.
Obi-Wan gathers information from one of his trusted
contacts about the most likely origin of the poisonous dart
that was used in order to kill the shape-shifting assassin.
Due to the meticulous nature in which the dart itself had
been manufactured it was possible to determine the
exact species of creatures who could have possibly
manufactured the dart in question. As luck would have it,
this entire species – which are known as the Kaminoans
– all dwelt on one planet known as Kamino. Kenobi is
told of the specific star system where he can find the
Kaminoans and he proceeds to go to the Jedi library so
that he can determine Kamino’s exact location.
At the Jedi library Obi-Wan searches through certain
portions of the library’s catalogue. To be more precise,
Kenobi searches through the library’s archived star
charts (maps of the galaxy) but is unable to find the
relevant star system in which Kamino should be found –
it simply does not appear on the library’s star charts. As
such Obi-Wan requests the assistance of the Jedi
librarian (Jocasta Nu). I shall now quote directly from the
movie in order to illustrate the manner in which the
dialogue played out between Obi-Wan and Jocasta Nu.
Jocasta Nu: Did you call for assistance?
Obi-Wan: Yes, yes, I did.
Jocasta Nu: Are you having a problem, Master Kenobi?
Obi-Wan: Yes, I’m looking for a planetary system called
Kamino.
Jocasta Nu: Kamino.
Obi-Wan: It doesn’t show up on the archive charts. 3
Jocasta Nu: Kamino. It’s not a system I’m familiar with.
Are you sure you have the right coordinates?
Obi-Wan: According to my information, it should appear
in this quadrant here, just south of the Rishi Maze.
Jocasta Nu [shaking her head]: I hate to say it, but it
looks like the system you’re searching for doesn’t exist.
Obi-Wan: Impossible. Perhaps the archives are
incomplete.
Jocasta Nu: If an item does not appear in our
records, it does not exist.
With those last words Jocastu Nu walks away and
proceeds to assist another library client. One can only
assume that Obi-Wan was left to contemplate about the
quality of the reference services offered by the Jedi
library. Following his unsuccessful visit to the Jedi library
Obi-Wan visits the wise leader of the Jedi, Master Yoda,
and informs him of his problem. He shows Yoda the star
map which shows nothing but empty space in the place
where the Kamino system should be found. He also
notes, interestingly enough, that the stars surrounding
that particular region of space seem to be drawn to it
through gravitational pull.
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Yoda postulates that it would only be possible for the
surrounding stars to be subjected to a strong gravitational
force, so to speak, if there was some kind of (massive)
object that existed within the region. This is due to the
fact that matter causes a curvature in the fabric of space.
It follows that the more massive an object, the greater the
extent of this curvature in space. The curvature manifests
itself through some gravitational effects that can be
observed – in this particular case, massive objects such
as stars being subjected to the gravity of the star system
in which Kamino is to be found.
It is interesting to note that the two Jedi do not assume
that there is black hole present within the region in
question – but that is beside the point and thus I shall not
delve into such a discussion. What needs to be noted is
the fact that the two Jedi conclude that there is some
massive object that exists within the region of space in
question even though that object itself does not appear
on the archived star charts. Furthermore, Yoda reasons
that the only reason why Obi-Wan could not find the
Kamino system on the Jedi library’s catalogue was
because the records were simply no longer on the
catalogue – they must have been removed by a fellow
Jedi as these were the only individuals who were
authorised to remove archived data.
Obi-Wan journeys to the region of space in question and
finds that there is indeed a star system to be found in that
region – contrary to the information found on library’s
archived star charts and contrary to Jocastu Nu’s opinion
about the existence of the Kamino system. The rest of
the events that unfold in the movie are irrelevant for the
purposes of this article. It is sufficient enough to point out
that as a result of his efforts Obi-Wan was able find
something which did not exist insofar as the Jedi library
catalogue was concerned.
This last statement from the previous paragraph is quite
important as it calls to attention the last statement that
was uttered by the Jedi librarian Jocastu Nu. Just before
she parted company with Obi-Wan, Jocastu Nu makes
the following striking statement: “If an item does not
appear in our records, it does not exist”. When
considered from an ontological as well as an
epistemological perspective it would appear that the
librarian was mistaken. Is it true to state that items that
do not appear on library records/catalogues do not exist?
How does one determine whether or not items actually
exist? How does a person determine if they possess the
adequate knowledge required in order to answer a
certain question? How does one determine how much
they know? There are a number of questions that flow
from this scenario. Unfortunately, the answers to these
questions fall beyond the scope of this article.
All of this now brings me to the main crux of this article –
the subtle library-related issues that surface in Episode II:
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Attack of the Clones. This aspect of the movie is most
pronounced particularly insofar as it relates to the actual
role that librarians play in search for data. The incident
relating to Obi-Wan which has just been described is
rather fascinating when viewed from a librarian’s
perspective. It certainly does raise a number of issues
such as:
- A reference interview having gone horribly wrong – this
is exemplified by the interaction between Obi-Wan and
the Jedi librarian Jocastu Nu. What steps could the
Jedi librarian have taken in order to:
(1) establish Obi-Wan’s information need; and
(2) meet that information need?
- The digital archiving of library records, especially when
one considers data that is actually born digital. What
happens if there are no print records to rely on if an
electronic search proves to be fruitless?
- The management of stored data – which staff members
are authorised to add and remove data and under what
circumstances are such personnel permitted to make
modifications to stored data.
- Some limitations of the electronic search. At what point
does technology fail us? Is it enough to depend on
electronic databases? At what point should researchers
place emphasis on empirical evidence? Sometimes
seeing is actually believing.
- Effective search strategies for finding and retrieving
data. Sometimes a print-based search strategy (free of
certain limitations of the electronic search) can prove to
be a better search strategy to utilise.
Most of this is not so obvious in the Stars Wars movie –
and this may be due to the obvious fact that the scene
relating to the librarian is not supposed to be pivotal
moment within the broader context of the movie. But
these subtle issues which have just been listed are of
great importance the library and information sciences
profession. In reality law librarians may not be faced with
problems which require some knowledge of Albert
Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity in order to assist
clients. But the subtle issues as well as some of the
philosophical questions raised in this article are most
certainly worth pondering over.
In ending off, I should like to point out that this here is not
some form of Star Wars promotion. I would not expect
anyone to become a Star Wars fan as a result of reading
this article but I do hope that the movie that has just been
discussed can be viewed from a different vantage point.
Whilst I must confess to having enjoyed the movie, I think
that the movie’s profoundness lies in the subtle aspects
which are highlighted in the move in a most elegant
manner. Perhaps that may be enough to convince
someone out there to go and watch the movie. If that is
the case, then…may the force be with you.
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Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed in this
article are the views of the author not necessarily those
of Stellenbosch University.

https://litreactor.com/columns/library-love-the-jedi-are-the-best-librarypatrons-in-the-universe

The surge in cyber-related crimes –
knowing the impact.
OSALL Breakfast Workshop
Centurion Pretoria
February 25, 2016
With the recent banking and cellular scams in South
Africa, it is clearly evident that the surge in cyber-related
crimes poses a huge risk to institutions and individuals
both locally and globally.
The current legal framework is very fragmented and
South Africans are in need of a consolidated cybercrime
law that will protect them. As a result the Cybercrimes
and Cybersecurity Bill published on 28 August 2015
came about and is anticipated to be introduced in
Parliament in the first half of 2016.
In light of the legislative landscape Sabinet hosted the
annual Organisation of South African Law Libraries
(OSALL) breakfast workshop in Centurion that focussed
on this very topical matter and the impact thereof.
Norton Rose Fulbright senior associate Nerushka
Deosaran, technology lawyer based in Johannesburg,
shared mind-boggling insights with law librarians and
other professionals from the legal industry. Joining her
were Tatum Govender, associate and Maremo Matlou,
candidate attorney also from Norton Rose Fulbright.
According to Nerushka, the Cybercrime bill creates many
new offences including hate speech, identity theft,
prohibited financial transactions (i.e. phishing), copyright
infringement and unlawful interception of data.
The penalties may include fines ranging from 5 to 10
million Rands or imprisonment anywhere from 5 to 25
years.
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The Cybercrimes and Cybersecurity Bill represents a
step forward in South Africa’s efforts to combat the
onslaught of cybercrime. The Bill introduces 20 new
cybercrime offences and establishes a number of
structures designed to assist law enforcement authorities
in combatting cybercrime. The Bill also introduces
obligations for electronic communications services
providers (which includes financial institutions) to inform
its clients of cybercrime trends and to establish
procedures to report such crimes. The first draft of the
Bill was published last year and comments closed in
November 2015.
Technology changes have brought about the information
age. We find ourselves in a world where “a Twitter
account is worth more on the black market than a credit
card number” according to a study from Juniper Networks
and the RAND Corporation
With this shift, business leaders are being held directly
accountable for data breaches.” - Experian
“Laws of South Africa” – free online legislation
Prepared by the University of Pretoria
The
Laws
of
South
Africa
website
http://www.lawsofsouthafrica.up.ac.za/
provides free
online national legislation (both Acts and Regulations) to
all who need free access to our legislation. The project is
still a work in progress, but we have already completed
276 Acts.
Firstly, we would like to thank our sponsors (please see
the screenshot below) who are prepared to part with their
hard-earned money to help the ordinary citizen to be able
to read our laws for themselves. So many people use
the website for their work and their everyday lives. It
makes a difference. Thank you!

Secondly, we would like to bring your attention to the
“Alphabetical list of Acts and their Subject Areas” on
our “Current Legislation” page. Using this list enables
one to move from the title of an Act (e.g. Currency and
Exchanges Act) to the Subject Area under which that Act
is listed (Banking and Negotiable Instruments); or
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“Refugees Act” which is listed under the subject “Citizens
and Foreigners”.
Finally, if you are wondering how up-to-date the
documents on the database are, we can set your minds
at rest and tell you that these documents are updated
every week from the Government Gazettes that we
receive weekly. We also notify users via our Twitter and
Facebook pages whenever an addition or change is
made to our documents. Enjoy!
Shirley Gilmore and the team, April 2016
Shirley.gilmore@up.ac.za

If you’re planning on attending the SAOIM conference
this year you can look forward to using this app:
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